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← We decided to change “a guide for 

younger visitors” to “a guide for family 

visitors” when our intended audience 

changed from 8 to 12-year-olds in a student 

group to middle schoolers in a family 

group. However, the day-of, we did not get 

the group we were expecting. The kids were 

a lot younger. But “family visitors” still 

applied luckily.  

 

←Flipping the image of the school kids 

singing may have been an inappropriate 

change (modifying Magkosi’s work too 

much) but we got away with it.  

 

 

 

← This page was changed a lot after the 

feedback from Andrew and Marlene. There 

suggestions were very helpful, and we 

shifted focus away from the history of 

colonialism  
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← We decided to do Fully Belly II first and 

progress in the order we did since it 

reflected the order the museum viewers 

would most likely go as they progressed 

around the exhibit room  

 

 

←We decided to refer to Meleko Magkosi 

as just “Meleko” to make the young 

audience’s relationship with him more 

informal and personal.  

 

← From what I observed, the kids and their 

families didn’t look at this one much. Then 

again, they weren’t the intended audience 

for this pamphlet. Maybe middle schoolers 

would have gotten more from this piece. (At 

the very least, the little kids were very small 

and it would have been more difficult for 

them to see the school girls’ faces)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

← I think it was a good choice to include 

this piece, because the kids seemed to really 

like his headdress.  

 

 

← One of the kids proposed that the 

standing man was either Egyptian or had 

just gotten out of the shower. Kids are 

hilarious.  
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← One of the families was looking at and 

discussing this piece together – or rather, 

the mother was talked to her two little kids 

about it. After a few minutes, she flipped to 

this page of the pamphlet and read the 

questions only to discover these where the 

topics she had already talk to them about on 

her own. That was pretty neat!  

 

Also, with this piece, the kids began 

connecting to the pictures around it all on 

their own, trying to make some continuity, 

some sort of narrative.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

← During the process of making the 

journal, this was a difficult page to do. 

Marta wanted to spell-out a moral message 

about how hunting is bad, but I did not want 

to get into any controversial moral territory. 

Fortunately, Andrew later pointed out that 

we shouldn’t be spelling-out anything at all. 

We should be enabling the kids to have their 

own thoughts about it.  
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← At one point, the purpose of this activity 

was for the kids to sketch one of these four 

paintings for later use (back when we 

thought we were going to do two different 

visiting days). But when plans changed, it 

became just a fun activity. However, Marta 

missed this notice about the change and it 

led to a bit of confusion and 

miscommunication later about the purpose 

of this page.  

Furthermore, when our audience changed to 

middle schoolers, we expanded the activity. 

I was excited to see what the kids would 

produce, but we ended up with very young 

kids on the actual family day.  

 

 

 

← I immediately loved these five questions 

when Andrew explained them to us, and I 

knew I wanted to include them in the 

pamphlet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

← Originally, I had included all three of us 

(Marta, Ezra, and me). But then Marta 

pointed out that Ezra had done little to none 

of the work. Although I agreed with Marta, 

this was a difficult thing for me to do 

because I hate conflict and I like Ezra as a 

friend. But I suppose these issues come up, 

not just in group translation projects, but in 

any group project, both in school and the 

real world.   
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General notes about the reactions of the children and their families  

- Kids apparently like to count things 

- Kids know about a lot of different topics 

o Cannibalism 

o Primates 

o Diabetes  

o Rosa Parks 

o Martin Luther King, Jr.  

o Barak Obama 

o Morgan Freeman  

- Some kids loved the animals, as expected, but one girl loved the furniture best. To each 

their own I guess.  

- Most of the kids commented on how realistic the paintings were 

- One kid said they liked “All the different topics in the same room,” which seemed very 

insightful.  

- One father started explaining to his son what “artistic license” is (while viewing Ruse of 

Disavowal). One of the girls heard this, caught on to the idea of ‘I can draw whatever I 

want,’ and said she was going to draw a dog with a gun (probably inspired by the 

elements in Ruse of Disavowal). The dog turned into a cat when she was drawing it. Kids 

are so innocent.   


